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. June 19, 1973

MEMORANDUM FOR MESSRS. LAPIN AND CARTER

Subject: Marianas Political Status Commission

Attached is a memorandum which I have prepared
for transmission-to the client outlining the work to be

_performed for the Commission during the period from
June i, 1973 through December 31, 1973. I would like
you to review this memorandum promptly so that we can
discuss it today (Tuesday) and make any necessary revis-
ions. In particular, I would like your suggestions as to
any additional specific legal research projects which
should be identified in the memorandum.

Once we have agreed on some such memorandum,
it is necessary to organize ourselves to undertake the
extensive amount of work. I have been promised substantial
assistance from summer associates for .this project and we
should be prepared by Thursday to start discussing
initial assignments with two summer associates who may be
able to begin wcrk on our project at the beginning of next
week. It will be difficult to get more than two (perhaps
three) weeks of work from any single summer associate, so
it may be necessary to spread the work among four or five
of them if possible.

For purposes of our discussion I have also pre-
pared the attached draft outlining the division of
responsibilities between the two of you for the various
projects. Please feel free to consult and trade as you
consider appropriate. I also need your best and most dis"
interested judgment as to whether additional associate
assistance should be requested by me from the firm, especially
in the areas where we may lack some expertise.

W
Attachments
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WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006

June 19, 1973

MEMO]U_NDUM

TO: Edward DI/;. Pangelinan, Chairman
Marianas Political Status Commission

RE: Legal Work to be Performed for the Commission: ..

June I, 1973 - December 31,.1973

As a result of the negotiations in Saipan ending

June 4, 1973, a substantial amount of legal work must be
undertaken on behalf of the Marianas Political Status

Commission in ]?reparation for the next session of nego-

tiations with •the United States. It is expected that the

next session will be held in the fall, most probably in

October or November. At your request, this memorandum

will attempt to summarize the work which we believe should

be undertaken by this firm to assist the Commission in

preparing for and participating in the next set of nego-
tiations. For convenience we have divided the work into

four categories: (i) Committee Assignments; (2) Specific

Research Projects; (3) General Representation; and

(4) Participation in Negotiations.

I. Committee Assignments

As a result of the negotiations, the two delega-

tions agreed to the creation of working groups or committees

to work on specific assignments before the resumption of

negotiations. Such committees were established in the areas

of political status/legal issues and economics/financial

support. Although it is somewhat less clear, some committee

work may be required in the area of United States land
requirements for military purposes in the Marianas. In

varying degrees, the services of this firm will be required
to assist in _he work of these committees.
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A. Committee On Political Status/Legal Issues

This committee has been given three important

assignments and, since its members will be lawyers repre-

senting both parties, it is likely that it may become a

forum ho consider preliminarily other issues related to

the next session of negotiations. The specific assignments
are as follows:

" i. Applicability of Provisions of United States

Constitution. The Joint Communique provides that the

Commission will study further which additional provisions

• of the United States Constitution should be made expressly

applicable in the Marianas. We will have to undertake the

legal research necessary to develop specific proposals on

" this subject, taking into account what has been done in other
territories or commonwealths and what may be acceptable to

Congress.

2. Applicability of United States Laws. It was

agreed between the two delegations that the formal agreement

establishing the future political status of the Marianas

would deal expressly with the applicability in the Marianas

of certain major areas of federal legislation. Several areas

_.\" have been identified for study, including taxes, i_igration,
._ customs, banking, social security, maritime laws, labor

_ standards and the postal service. This firm needs to conduct

an appropriate factual and legal inquiry to determine whether

the application of these (and other) laws should be circum-

scribed by the formal status agreement. In order to form

an intelligent judgment in some of these areas, we will

undoubtedly have to rely :heavily on the Commission's economic
consultant and others with expertise in the particular area.

3. Citizenship. This committee has also been given

the responsibility for studying the status to be accorded

those residents of the Marianas who might not wish to become

American citizens. This project will require examination

of the precedents providing for the grant of United States

citizenship to persons in acquired territories, the options

available to those persons electing not to become _merican
citizens, further investigation of the differences between

citizen and national status, definition of the persons to

whom the choice of citizenship should be afforded, and other

legal and pxactical problems associated with the proposals

advanced by the Commission during the negotiations.
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B.. Committee On Economics/Financial Support

The Joint Communique provides for a joint working

group on economics and finance. This committee has the

•assignment of reviewing the preliminary planning effort

outlined by the Commission for which funding is sought from
the United States. In addition, the Committee has been

asked to study specific questions relating to the long-term

financial requirements of the Marianas. Although the

principal contributions to this committee will come from our
economic consultants, _h_a_f_i_h_ve-two_:_re_ponsi_

_ies._related tQ_his co_it._ee_ Fir_t,:.couh_e_l!L-rep_e_

sent ing. _he _ommi ss!pnz@bpuld qenera l ly_s_p ervi se_ a_9 ..

p om/a_!ttee _ork to make lcertain that it is--ceQrdin_j__e_d_an_
consistent with the Commission's negotiating posture.

S@_ond,,the.firiH&_-been..askedto.-describe_the ,kind_of_
ol'±tical _nd'le al- lannin which would be comprehended&_it_-

_ri_,he,_overall=plann_ng _E.fqrt_deszred b_the._ommiss_pn._

C. Committee On Military Land Requirements

Although the Joint Communique does not reflect
establishment of a committee on this subject, it does make

reference to further discussions at a technical level to

clarify and refine the •United States proposals. It is

very likely that some effort will be made by Department of
Defense representatives during the next few months to edu-

cate us more fully as to their requirements and to answer

questions raised by the Commission regarding the United States

proposals. We do not anticipate any substantial legal work
in this connection during the next several months, although

it may involve occasional meetings and some written work.

It might also be desirable for us to consider how we can

develop greater capability to review knowledgeably the

specific proposals advanced by the United States for military
facilities in the Marianas.

II. Specific Legal Research Projects

In addition to the work necessarily involved in

the committees described above, the negotiations resulted

in the identification of numerous other projects requiring

legal research and analysis. Many of these have a high

priority and must be completed before the next session of

negotiations.

e&S 4
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I. Applicability of Provisions of United States _._' ".i '

Constitution ;<_

2. Applicability of united States Laws
8

3. Citizenship

These three assignments are described above in

connection with the Committee On Political Status/Legal
Issues. -

4. Maximum Self-Government of the Marianas

We have undertaken to explore means to reconcile

the plenary powers of Congress under Article IV, Section 3,

Clause 2 of the Constitution with the exercise by the Common-

wealth of the Marianas of maximum self-government with

respect to internal affairs. This will•involve review of

pertinent United Nations materials and careful analysis of

the powers currently possessed by the Commonwealth of Puerto

Rico with respect to its internal affairs. We need to

examine also whether appropriate limitations on Congressional

powers can be implemented through the extension of the mutual

consent requirement, already accepted in principle by the
United States executive branch, or whether other approaches

are more feasible and politically acceptable. As part of

this assignment, further attention must be given to the

distinction between foreign affairs and internal affairs,

specifically with reference to such matters as control of
aviation and use of harbor facilities.

5. Establishment of Marianas Public Corporation

The use of a public corporation has been suggested
to the client and further research on this approach is

required. A public corporation is a possible vehicle for

economic development, as suggested by the Commission's

economic consultant. In addition, this option should be

explored as a possible recipient of the public lands to be

returned by the United States to the Marianas and/or as a

possible lessor of lands to the United States for military

use. This particular research project requires a comprehensive
review of the uses to which public corporations have been

put, the problems which could be anticipated in connection

with the use of a public corporation in the Marianas, and
some detailed recommendations as to how this alternative

should be further investigated.

I
I
I
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6. Transition

On tlhe last day of negotiations the United States
summarized its views regarding the transitional stage through _

which the Marianas might pass before termination of the _:.'_

trusteeship agreement. Included in this general subject _,
area is the question whether a separate administration _,_'_

should be established for the Marianas District once an "_'.'"_

.agreement regarding its future political status has been " \ •negotiated with the United States. 'There are several legal
and tactical issues raised by this question of transition,
some of which were discussed in our initial report to the
Commission, and it is necessary to develop a position for ,.
consideration by the Commission before the next session of
negotiations.

"i........._'_--- Restriction of Aliens

_5 The Commission has expressed repeated concern
a_out the ability of the future Commonwealth government to
limit immigration of aliens into the Marianas. We have
undertaken to explore this question in connection with our
review of the United States immigration laws and their
applicability to the Marianas. In addition, the United
States in its response to our position paper on United States

military requirements asked to be advised regarding our
views as to how the future government of the Marianas would

. plan to restrict immigration to the island of Tinian so as
to prevent the undesirable social and economic consequences
which might result from the establishment there of a sub-
stantial military facility. In order to deal with this
question, it will be necessary to begin to think about
alternative legislative approaches which might be taken by
the Marianas to deal wi.th the immigration of aliens, the
residence requirements for Marianas citizenship, and the
division of authority between the Commonwealth and local

governments of the Marianas.

8. Eminent Domain

It will be necessary for the Commission to develop
•a detailed position on eminent domain for the next stage of

• .. "negotiations. Based on the Commission's preliminary discus-
sion of this subject, it would be desirable to prepare a review
of eminent domain procedures in the United States for the

0 816
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Commission. In addition, we should review the specific "

procedures on this subject set forth in the Commonwealth

proposal advanced by the United States in May 1970 to

ascertain whether these procedures, or some revision of

.them, should be advanced by us to the United States as

a limitation on Federal rights in this area.

9. Restrictions on Land Alienation

" " The Joint Communique reflected the understand- :

ing of the parties that the future government of the ....

Marianas would be permitted to enforce restrictions on ..

land alienation designed to preserve control of land in the ,. "

Marianas to persons of Marianas ancestry. Although final

resolution of this matter will rest ultimately withthe

future government of the Commonwealth of the Marianas, it •

appears desirable to undertake some preliminary legal /.

analysis of the alternate legal mechanisms by which such

control can be enforced. Such a review is timely now

because of the possibility that the U.S. Congress will want

to befully informed on this subject before approving any

formal status agreement and because we may want to raise

with the Co_mission the possibility of including such pro-
visions in the Constitution of the Marianas. The United

States has offered to provide assistance on this subject if

the Commission so desires. Before the next round of nego- "

tiations it would be desirable to prepare a memorandum on

this subject, including an analysis of such questions as the

definition of persons of Marianas ancestry, the kind of ...._:
interests in land which could be held by persons not of _

Marianas ancestry, and the enforcement mechanisms which

should be established to implement any such policy.

10. Land Valuation

Valuation of land in the Marianas desired by the

United States for military purposes will be one of the

important issues discussed during future negotiations.

Based upon their initial positions, the Commission is argu-

ing for the adoption of innovative land valuation procedures

designed to reflect accurately the scarcity of land in the

Marianas and anticipated economic developments within the

Marianas, whereas the United States appears to be urging

more traditional valuation approaches of the kind that have
been used within the continental United States. Our

research and analysis in this area should explore at least

three questions. First-i_the•Commission-_should •be advised

 46. 7
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_h_-_-United_States.foz.civilianor__military.purpose§. .--

S_ond,._somec.analysis is require d of the__economic .factors
w_C'_can_e_.appropriatelytaken _into account in_.fixi_g

_he_alue_of_such %and_._Third,.._it would be desirable_t_

_plore .the_.-_se_fq_._-rbitrator_-or other- procedure s_ as _

_@_qhanism_or_\-de_termining_ the_val ue. of_ _land in ._he±Maria_'_.

ii Analysis of Military Leases

A[Y£h<6ug-h__U_i-te--d=_tates -has reques_d__h_ __i_
_i_t_topurchase...land: in _inian for military purposes_:_e
_gmmission-has taken--the position that itwill_lease-thi_ _.

_d-to the .United States on.a.long-term basfs. In _rder-_to_1
f_;ther.support ourposition',_ it-.would•be desir_bleti rev-_e_

t_he.extent.to which the United States does lease•land, bot_

w_hhin"and-_utside the-United Statesformilitary--purpose_
, • "...

•I_addition.,iit would be desirable to analyze sample leas@

aqz_ments-in-'order--to _begiH_£he_process_of proposing leas_
a_rrangements tothe.United--s£ates whichwillbe_._f_.maximum_

_enefit._o-.-_he peo_I_[df, the.Marianas. -

i2. Resettlement of Tinian Residents _

During the course of the negotiations, the United

States advanced certain proposals regarding the resettlement

of Tinian residents. In this connection, frequent reference

was made to legislation establishing the standards for such
-resettlement which the United States intends to follow. In

order to ensure that resettlement arrangements are as flexible

.and generous as possible, we should undertake an analysis

of the relevant federal.legislation and regulations and
develop a position which could be advanced on behalf of the

Commission to maximize the benefits received by the residents
of Tinian.

13. Periodic Review of Status Agreement

The United States has reluctantly agreed to con-

sider the Co_mission's proposal for periodic review of the

formal status agreement to be negotiated between the'Marianas .

and the United States. The burden is on the Con_ission,

however, to present a specific proposal on this subject, at •_

the next session of negotiations. Among other issues, the

proposal should explore the means by which the review should _
be triggered, the process by which items are identified for

inclusion on the agenda, the level of participation within ••._

the federal government, the possible involvement of repre-

sentatives of Congress, and the process by which differences

between the parties can be resolved.
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• 14. Resolution of Land Disputes

Several important problems relating to land (other
• than the land requirements of the U.S.) were identified

during the past session of negotiations. It is expected
that many of these problems will be further investigated by
the Commission's Executive Director in Saipan, Mr. James E.
White. Depending upon Mro T_nite's preferences, we are
prepared to assist him in exploring these problems and

' developing proposals for consideration by the Commission
before the next session of negotiations. In particular, it
may be desirable to review the various kinds of land disputes
in the Marianas and to develop detailed proposals for a
mechanism to resolve these disputes.

15. Preparation of NEPA Statement by United
States Military

Representatives of the United States acknowledged
during the necotiations that a formal NEPA statement would
have to be prepared regarding its plans for military facili-
ties on Tinian. In this connection, they cited a recent
decision by the United S£ates District Court in Hawaii on
this subject. We should review this decision and the standard
procedures for preparation of a NEPA statement so that the
Co_mission will be fully informed of the opportunities which
will be available to citizens of the Marianas to comment upon
the environmental impact of any military facilities planned
by the United States within the Marianas.

16. Use of Local Contractors by United States
Military

The United States stated during the negotiations
that every effort will be made to use local contractors and
suppliers during the construction and operation of the base
on Tinian. The Commission has requested the United States
to prepare a report on the procurement regulations and
procedures relevant to the Tinian base. Although not of
high priority in connection with the next round of negotiations,
it will be necessary at some point to explore standard pro-
curement procedures to develop proposals which can be
advanced on behalf of the Commission to ensure use of local

contractors by the military, especially with regard to small
business contracts and non-competitive bid contracts.



III. General Representation

In addition to the above specific projects, our

representation of the Commission will undoubtedly involve
other responsibilities which are more difficult to identify
or quantify. During the next several months we plan to
establish liaison with the staff and members of the respons-
ible committees in the House of Representatives and Senate.
The general purpose of these efforts will be to inform the
Congressional committees of the progress being made in our
negotiations, the significant problem areas which have
been identified, and generally to solicit their support for
.the work of the Commission. In addition, this general

representation will include any further efforts in connection
with the review by the United Nations of our separate status

negotiations with the U.S. It will also be necessary to
deal with the Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations on
a wide variety of procedural and substantive matters and,
in this connection, to function generally as the Washington
liaison between the United States andthe Commission.

IV. Participation in Negotiations

In order to round out the description of this

firm's representation of the Commission during the next
sever&l months, it is necessary to anticipate the needs
which will arise from the next session of negotiations later
this year. Based upon our experience during the last ses-
sion, it will be necessary for at least one representative
of this firm to be with the Commission during its prepara-
tion for the negotiations as well as during the negotiations.
In light of the number and complexity of the problems
involved, as well as the procedures followed during these

negotiations, it must be anticipated that this commitment
will be for approximately five weeks. As was the case during
this past session, it will probably be desirable to have a
second lawyer from this firm in attendance during a sub-
stantial portion of the next session of negotiations.

Howard P. Willens


